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L

earning from experience is inherent to animals
and humans and when used in computer models
it is termed as Machine learning (ML) which was
coined by Arthur Samuel the pioneer of computer gaming
and artificial intelligence in 1959.19 This field grew out
during the search for artificial intelligence and initially
was developed using neural networks, perceptrons,
probabilistic reasoning and generalized linear models
of statistics.18,20 ML uses “computational methods to
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Learning from experience is inherent to
animals and humans and when used in computer
models it is termed as Machine learning (ML)
which was coined by Arthur Samuel the pioneer
of computer gaming and artificial intelligence in
1959. This field grew out during the search for
artificial intelligence and initially was developed
using neural networks, perceptrons, probabilistic
reasoning and generalized linear models of
statistics.ML works by either of the two methods,
supervised learning or unsupervised learning.
Search for “ML in neurosurgery” in Pubmed
showed 308 results. There were 298 studies with
abstracts, 5 clinical trials, 20 review articles and
168 articles in human studies. Of these around 113
articles were either studies of ML in other parts
of the body like liver, stroke, EEG, pathology
and Parkinsons disease or not involving ML
and hence were excluded. Of the 55 remaining
cases the majority were studies done in glioma
followed by medical imaging in neurosurgery,
radiotherapy, language and learning studies.ML
will definitely replace many of the cumbersome
physical data collection to infer and formulate
ways to treat patients in the future. It can make
the process of research accumulation, filter, find
correlations between variables and help to make
algorithms to manage and predict, that can save,
time, money and speedup the recovery of the
patient.
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“learn” information directly from data without relying on
a predetermined equation as a model” and the computer
learns without being programmed.5,12 ML searches through
new data from prior built algorithms and then statistically
calculates and forecasts the conclusion. It uses the
process of data mining and predictive modeling to search
and then predict the outcome. The common example is in
daily life where the search engines give predictive search
queries, related items and feeds advertisements based on
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Figure1. Diagram showing the relation between
artificial intelligence, Machine learning and deep
Learning.6

the individual searches done. It can also be used to filter
spam, security threats and building news feeds.5
Data mining: the process of going through large data
and identify similar patterns to establish a relationship and
solve problems through statistical analysis and foretell
future trends.
Predictive modeling: the process using data mining
and probability to predict outcomes based on multiple
variables which are calculated using liner equation or
complex neural network by sophisticated software.
ML is presently separate from Artificial intelligence
(AI) and the former aims to use the available digitized
information and use statistics and probability theory
to solve problems and predict outcomes.12 Based on
algorithms and computational data the machines learns
from the data and the performance increases as the number
of samples for study increases.
How ML works:7
ML works by either of the two methods, supervised
learning or unsupervised learning (Figure 1).7
Supervised learning:
This method uses the knowledge of previous outcome
based on a certain type of data and then uses this to predict
outcome in a new set of data. A data analyst usually
checks the input and output data and then the accuracy of
the predictions to make an algorithm which will be then
used for new data. Example: in cases with unruptured
aneurysms, based on the available data on age, sex, site,
size, comorbid conditions, habits and other variables
ML can theoretically use this to predict the rupture of
aneurysm in the next year.
This type uses classification and regression techniques
to develop predictive models (Figure 2).
Classification techniques: predicts discrete responses
and are used in medical imaging, credit scoring and speech
recognition. Some of the algorithms used for classification
are, support vector machine (SVM), k-nearest neighbor,
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Figure 1: Figure showing ways data acquisition is
done and used for supervised and unsupervised ML.7
boosted and bagged decision trees, neural networks, Naïve
Bayes, logistic regression, and discriminant analysis.
Regression techniques: these predict continuous
responses with a data range or the response is a real
number. Example: Blood pressure prediction based on
variables like Age, Sex, Diet, and Weight is a type of
regression study.21 Some common regression algorithms
are linear model, stepwise regression, nonlinear model,
regularization, neural networks, boosted and bagged
decision trees, and adaptive neuro-fuzzy learning.
Unsupervised learning:5,7
This method finds concealed patterns and intrinsic
structure in data using iterative approach called deep
learning and draws inferences from input datasets without
labeled responses (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Figure showing ML and its uses.8
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Machine learning in neurosurgery
Specialty
Operation theatre

Applications
Method
Better mapping and preservation of Registration of neuroanatomy based on
normal structures
the functional geometry of fMRI

Neurooncology

Matching a spectral embedding of the
functional connectivity patterns of two
fMRI volumes. 13
Radiomic
and
machine
9
learningapproaches

Better grading of tumors
Prognosticating outcome
Non invasive methods to diagnose

Epilepsy and Movement disorders

Better localization
lesionectomy

of

site

Tumours with an IDH mutation, presence
of CE on initial MRI is linked to inferior
survival23
of Clinical, psychological and radiological
data mining

Supervised machine learning using
multimodal compared to unimodal
data accurately predicted postsurgical
outcome15
Predicting mortality after trauma
Studies in motorcycle riders11
Better localization of the pathology Data mining from the massive amount of
data from CT scans, MRI and angiography
Detecting the neural pathways/ reports available
epileptic focus/uses of fMRI
navigation
Geometric
features
of
aneurysm
morphology useful non-invasive indicators
Anatomy of the aneurysm to predict for the prediction of rupture risk24
rupture
To detect and diagnose stroke
Multiple US FDAmobile apps available
Better direct path/
trajectory development

Neurotrauma
Neuroimaging

Stroke

Treatment and prognosticate
Spine disorders

Neurosurgical care

NeuroRehabilitation

Data from millions used to make algorithms
to predict stroke percentage in normal
Outcome prediction in anterior Artificial neural network, logistic
cervical discectomy
regression, support vector machine, and
random forest decision tree models1
Prediction of mortality in spinal Creation of learning systems and
metastases
deployment of these systems as
accessible tools may significantly enhance
prognostication and management10
Preoperative planning, Intraoperative Increasing the efficiency and precision of
guidance,
Neurophysiological perioperative decision-making2,21
monitoring, Neurosurgical outcome
prediction
Use of robotics/prosthesis
Brain computer interface studies3
Remote controlled arms/limbs in
amputees
Vision recovery

Table 1. Showing the subspecialties in neurosciences and the ways ML can help.
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Clustering: the most common learning technique used
is clustering. This type of ML is very complicated and uses
millions of data to find correlation and subtle difference
within the data and is commonly used in face recognition,
speech to text prediction, natural language selection and
gene sequence analysis. Common algorithms used are
Gaussian mixture models, fuzzy c-means clustering, selforganizing maps, k-means and k-medoids, hierarchical
clustering,hidden Markov models, and subtractive
clustering.
ML in Neurosurgery:
Search for “ML in neurosurgery” in Pubmedshowed
308 results. There were 298 studies with abstracts, 5 clinical
trials, 20 review articles and 168 articles in human studies.
Of these around 113 articles were either studies of ML in
other parts of the body like liver, stroke, EEG, pathology
and Parkinsons disease or not involving ML and hence
were excluded. Of the 55 remaining cases the majority
were studies done in glioma followed by medical imaging
in neurosurgery, radiotherapy, language and learning
studies. Some of the interesting studies were face detection
to diagnose Acromegaly, predict rupture of anterior
communicating aneurysm, outcome in neurosurgical
patients, prediction of trauma in motorcycleriders from
Taiwan, impact of race on the discharge and length of
hospitalization after brain tumor surgery, radiosurgery
outcome in cerebral arteriovenous malformation, outcome
after anterior cervical discectomy and a study of learning
in patients with multiple concussions.1,2,4,11,14-17,22Some of
the common applications of ML in neurosurgery is given
in Table 1.
The Future of ML:
With the use of more and more computers and
smartphones in this world there has been a revolution even
in the healthcare management systems. The recording
or retrieving of data, its use to study the risk, develop
algorithms to predict and then apply them to daily life has
increased significantly over the last two decades. Presently
there are so many mobile applications that help monitor
the Oxygenation saturation, blood sugar level, health risk,
exercise duration, wearable medical devices, calories
spent and helps to determine the ideal diet based on
individual Body Mass Index. Will this help to strengthen
the clinician’s clinical skills or weaken the decision
making steps is yet to be determined as ML and AI are
both yet to be developed fully. But if technology can help
to diagnose, treat or manage the patient’s disease better
than it should definitely be accepted and implemented in
medical practice.
By use of the millions of data collected like genetic,
morphological, ethnic, molecular, radiological and
pathological parameters ML can help treat neurosurgical
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disorders in an efficient and cost effective way. Data
can be mined from the millions of unorganized articles,
journals, meeting excerpts, textbooks using key words or
algorithms and then used to provide an updated database
which can be accessed to form organized disease specific
data that can be used to predict, manage or formulate
plans for best treatment. ML can overcome the problems
and limitations with simple statistical data studies by
increasing the number of variables studied and their
overall relation with outcome. As given in the Table 1,
there are many ML based algorithms that has helped in
predicting outcome and decision making in many aspects
of neurosurgery which has already proven its efficiency.
The question remains will ML be better than the
experienced clinician to manage and treat diseases?
Relying completely on stereotyped algorithms to predict
the outcome in any one disease may still be questionable
as there may be another variable that can influence the
outcome which could be detected by the clinician and not
ML.In those diseases like advanced stage gliomas, ML
showing the outcome may not be of much use due to the
fast growth and mortality of the disease itself. But in other
diseases like risk of rupture of aneurysm, or the chances
of stroke or cardiac arrest ML based prediction could
benefit the population. So should we use ML in future in
our clinics and operation theatre in all cases and will this
lead to the weakening of the human ability to treat and
prescribe medicine remains a topic of debate. The senior
experience clinicians may find it difficult to use ML and
probably their judgments would be better than ML but
the juniors may resort to use of ML in their everyday
practice which could cloud their clinical abilities. With
the advancements in AI will the machines take over the
clinical judgement ability of humans or shall we just be
mere Neurosurgical Mechanics checking, inventing,
feeding, building new algorithms and updating the newer
Medical Machines is yet to be seen in future. Presently
with ML still being developed it’s my personal opinion
that clinicians with their clinical judgments can manage
patients better.

Conclusion:
ML will definitely replace many of the cumbersome
physical data collection to infer and formulate ways to treat
patients in the future. It can make the process of research
accumulation, filter, find correlations between variables and
help to make algorithms to manage and predict, that can
save, time, money and speedup the recovery of the patient.
The final decision as such will lie on the neurosurgeon to
accept the overall results of ML and whether it will help the
patient or not. The clinician’s ability, experience, exposure
and knowledge will be the deciding factor in patient
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management in future which could suggest that younger
generation of physicians would probably use ML more
often than their senior counterparts.
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